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Abstract Applications labeled with priorities can reduce energy consumption on smartphones for network traffic, by conserving up to 56 % energy under typical usage patterns.
In this paper, we present a measurement-based prioritization scheme for smartphone applications, which labels each application with a priority. More specifically, we first conduct a
measurement of application usage on Android smartphones based on the implementation of
SystemSens. Based on the measurement results, we observe that two key features of receiving
rate (RX rate) and screen touch rate (ST rate) extracted from netlog and screen data can reflect
the network interactivity and improve the accuracy of the prioritization scheme as well. Then,
with the two selected features, we propose an online solution that prioritizes applications on
smartphones to conserve energy consumption. Finally, we evaluate the proposed prioritization scheme with data from a user study, and the results demonstrate that our scheme can
accurately prioritize applications on smartphones most of the time.
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1 Introduction
The preferred platforms for a user’s daily computing needs are shifting from traditional
desktops or laptops towards mobile smartphones and tablet devices based on the statistics of
shipments by CNN in 2011 [1]. With the widespread development, smartphones are able to
provide a wide range of applications for common people and professionals, such as emails,
web browsing, calendar management, navigation, and location-specific information, as well
as traditional phone calls and text messages. As a result of various applications, smartphone
usage is becoming more diverse and the amount of time spent on interacting with these devices
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is increasing, which bring on a growing need to prioritize network traffic based on application
priority, thereby conserving limited energy. Moreover, since smartphone applications span
a broad and diverse collection of functionality, many of them rely heavily on the ability
to transmit data from one smartphone to another, or from a smartphone to a web server.
Therefore, smartphone application prioritization and energy efficiency are crucially important
fields of study.
While there are significant existing works on smartphones, most of approaches do not consider the application prioritization. Some approaches focus on smartphone-based applications
[2–9], such as LifeMap [2], which is able to identify points of interest by using smartphones
equipped with sensors, and application preference [8], and which examines the popularity of
smartphone applications. Other works dedicate to energy efficiency on smartphones [10–18].
For instance, NAPman [16] provides an energy-aware fair scheduling algorithm to minimize
WiFi energy consumption for mobile devices, even in the presence of competing traffic, and
SAPSM [17] introduces a smart adaptive PSM solution that prioritizes network traffic based
on application priority. Motivated by NAPman and SAPSM, we provide a novel solution for
smartphone application prioritization. Several works devote to smartphone usage [19–23].
For example, MyExperience [19] is the first to measure device usage and context information in situ, and ProfileDroid [22] is used to monitor smartphone applications in user level.
Compared to such approaches, we put heavy emphasis on how to extract features that capture
network interactivity and design the real-time prioritization scheme.
We are initially motivated by SAPSM [17], a Smart Adaptive PSM that prioritizes network traffic based on application priority. The application priority is defined as: if an application is set to high priority, the network traffic of the application is permitted to adaptively
switch to Constantly Awake Mode (CAM), while if a low priority, the network traffic of
the application is not permitted to switch to CAM, but will instead remain in Power Save
Mode (PSM). The reason is that CAM consumes 20 times power than PSM when idle [24].
Accordingly, key challenge of SAPSM is how to determine which applications are high
priority and which are low priority. To address this challenge, SAPSM labels each application with a priority with the assistance of a machine learning technique Support Vector
Machine (SVM), which is able to differentiate applications based on the collected information. However, one serious drawback that exists in SAPSM is that it uses an offlinetrained classifier with the collected information of application usage from a specific user
study.
To achieve online application prioritization, we present a measurement-based prioritization scheme for smartphone applications. More specifically, we first conduct a measurement
of the application usage over six weeks on Android smartphones based on the implementation
of SystemSens [23], which is designed by researchers in CENS at UCLA. Through the measurement, we obtain two key features: receiving rate (RX rate) and screen touch rate (ST rate)
extracted from netlog and screen data, which reflect the network interactivity and improve
the accuracy of the prioritization scheme as well. Then, with the two features, we propose
an online solution that prioritizes applications on smartphones, thereby conserving energy
consumption. Finally, we evaluate the proposed prioritization scheme by comparing with a
user study, and the results demonstrate that our scheme can accurately prioritize applications
on smartphones most of the time.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the online prioritization scheme
for smartphones. The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We conduct measurements of the application usage over six weeks on smartphones based
on the implementation of SystemSens. Based on the analysis of measurement results, we
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obtain that RX rate and ST rate can reflect the network interactivity and improve the
accuracy of the prioritization scheme.
• We present an online prioritization scheme for smartphone applications to conserve energy
consumption.
• We evaluate the proposed scheme, and the results show that it can accurately prioritize
applications on smartphones most of the time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 covers related works, and Sect.
3 details the measurements of data collection and data analysis on smartphone applications.
Then, we present a lightweight and online prioritization scheme for smartphone applications
in Sect. 4, and evaluate the proposed prioritization scheme in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 presents
conclusions.

2 Related Work
There are significant existing works focusing on smartphones, which fall under three broad
categories: smartphone-based applications, energy efficiency on smartphones, and smartphone usage.
Some approaches focus on smartphone-based applications. In [2], the authors develop
LifeMap, a smartphone-based context provider, which fuses accelerometer, digital compass,
WiFi, GPS to track and automatically identify points of interest with room-level accuracy.
The authors in [3] present Cells, a virtualization architecture for enabling multiple virtual
smartphones to run simultaneously on the same physical smartphone in an isolated and
secure manner, which introduces a usage model of having one foreground virtual phone
and multiple background virtual phones. In [4], the authors propose a novel system that
uses dynamic time warping and smartphone based sensor-fusion (accelerometer, gyroscope,
magnetometer, GPS, video) to detect, recognize and record these actions without external
processing. The authors in [5] address the limitations by collecting anonymized IP-level
networking traces in a large tier-1 cellular network in US for one week in August 2010.
In contrast to previous work, they use signatures based on HTTP headers (included in
the IP-level trace) to distinguish the traffic from different applications. Due to the format
of User-Agent in HTTP headers when mobile applications use standard platform APIs,
this technique gives them the ability to gather statistics about each individual applications in a marketplace, not just categories of network traffic characterized by port number. Moreover, they examine the spatial and temporal prevalence, locality, and correlation of applications at a national scale, not just in one area or over a small population of
users. In [6], the authors present a novel architecture geared for privacy-sensitive applications, where personal information is shared among users and decisions are made based
on given optimization criteria. The authors in [7] present the scenario related to a contextaware restaurant recommender for Android smartphones. In [8], the authors study fourteen users of a particular demographic to examine which applications are popular in that
demographic, where the phone is used, and how it is shared among users. They find that
recreational usage (games, media player, camera) are the most popular type of applications
within their study, demonstrating the importance of examining the prioritization of applications that exhibit minimal network usage. The authors in [9] characterize intentional user
activities interactions with the device and the applications used and the impact of those
activities on network and energy usage by using detailed traces from 255 users. Nevertheless, we are different in that we attempt to examine whether we can utilize application
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usage information, specifically touchscreen interactions, to help in the process of application
prioritization.
Some works devote to energy efficiency on smartphones. The authors in [10] present an
efficient power saving scheme, which can minimize power consumption while guaranteeing the delay constraint during call signaling and talk time. In [11], the authors propose an
architecture called Cool-Tether that harnesses the cellular radio links of one or more mobile
smartphones in the vicinity, builds a WiFi hotspot on-the-fly, and provides energy-efficient,
affordable connectivity. The authors in [12] present an adaptive location-sensing framework
that significantly improves the energy efficiency of smartphones running location-based applications. The underlying design principles of the proposed framework involve substitution,
suppression, piggybacking, and adaptation of applications location-sensing requests to conserve energy. In [13], the authors present RAPS, a rate-adaptive positioning system for smartphone applications. The authors in [14] build EET, the energy emulation toolkit that allows
developers to evaluate the energy consumption requirements of their applications against real
users energy traces based on a large-scale user study on BlackBerry smartphone users. In [15],
the authors introduce SmartDC, a mobility prediction-based adaptive duty cycling scheme
to provide contextual information about a users mobility: time-resolved places and paths.
The authors in [17] propose SAPSM, a smart adaptive PSM solution that prioritizes network
traffic based on application priority, which labels each application with a priority (high/low)
using the assistance of a machine learning classifier. Only high priority applications affect
the client’s behavior to switch to CAM or Active mode, while low priority traffic is optimized
for energy efficiency. Results within this work demonstrate that there are substantial energy
savings to be had when applying this technique. However, although this work has been proposed for the prioritization of applications with moderate to high network usage levels, no
work has been proposed which examines the possibility of prioritizing applications which
are used frequently yet exhibit minimal network usage. Given this, we propose a solution
which prioritizes such applications in a lightweight and online manner. In [18], the authors
study the power consumption characteristics of 20 users. They examine how battery drain
is connected to the activity and behavior of the end-user. In addition, they infer properties
such as which components in the phone consume most power and also explore optimizations
based on these characteristics. In spite of that, we attempt to examine how applications that
are used frequently but exhibit minimal network usage can be prioritized to reduce the overall
energy footprint. We gain our understanding of how such applications should be prioritized
by examining recorded user touchscreen interactions within specific applications.
Several works propose measurement tools for monitoring smartphone usage. The authors
in [19] present MyExperience, which is one of the earliest tools built to measure device usage
and context information in situ, and which runs on Windows Mobile smartphones and supports active context triggered experience sampling. Similarly, LiveLab [20] is a research tool
implemented for the iPhone platform, which measures usage and different aspects of wireless network performance. A key feature of LiveLab is “in-field programmability”, which
provides the convenience of being able to update the logging tool while it is deployed out
in the field. In [21], the authors present a comprehensive analysis of real smartphone usage
during a six-month study of real user activity on the Android G1 smartphone. In [22], the
authors propose ProfileDroid, a comprehensive, multi-layer system for monitoring and profiling applications, which examines application usage at the user-level, focusing on touches that
result from interaction between the user and the device. The authors in [23] develop SystemSens, a measurement tool designed for Android devices, which collects and logs smartphone
usage parameters in the wild in an unobtrusive and expandable way. SystemSens allowed
us to collect an extensive amount of valuable data, including detailed information about
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application network traffic and user touch interactions with the smartphone. It is an endto-end system that includes a web-based visualization and authentication service to provide
feedback to users while preserving their privacy. Unlike the LiveLab logger which requires
a “jailbroken” iPhone device, SystemSens is particularly attractive as it can run on stock
Android devices. However, our focus in this paper is not on the development of logging
tools, but on analyzing their data to aid in the process of effectively prioritizing applications.

3 Measurement
In order to properly identify and analyze the usage of smartphone applications with minimal
network traffic, we attempt to gather a sufficient amount of information on smartphone usage
with a measurement. In this section, we first focus on data collection by implementation of
a smartphone usage monitoring tool SystemSens [23], which will help to accentuate the use
of applications with conservative network usage on the smartphone, and then analyze the
collected data to extract two key features to improve the accuracy of a prioritization scheme.
3.1 Data Collection
We start with a brief introduction of a client implemented with SystemSens, and then describe
the setup of a server for collecting data.
Client This part is largely predicated on the implementation of a smartphone usage monitoring tool SystemSens designed by Falaki H. et al. in CENS at UCLA, which consists of
an Android logging client and a visualization web service. It is a lightweight and dynamic
background tool for the Android platform designed to collect and log smartphone usage
parameters in the wild in an unobtrusive and expandable way. The tool is designed to be
unobtrusive: it has no user interface to minimize impact on usage; and it has a small footprint
in terms of memory, CPU, and energy consumption. As a result, we implement the SystemSens on a client, which is a brand-new Motorola Droid X2 smartphone running Android
operating system and serviced by Verizon. Also, note that on occasions a period of data
will be flushed from the records on account of resource limitations on the smartphone. It is
likely that the design of SystemSens causes the overwriting of data after a certain log limit
is reached, which may occur over a three-day period data generation without plugging in
the smartphone. Through the remainder of testing the subject consistently charges the smartphone at night in order to ensure that no more data are lost. In the measurement, we choose
only one single user and a single privately provided client device, due to the limited time
and resources, and choose Verizon service that limits the interactivity in order to avoid compromising the users’ smartphone usage. Though this measurement only consists of a single
subject, it would be trivial to increase the magnitude as discussed in Sect. 6. The intent behind
gathering these resources is diverse, though in this environment we are most concerned with
measuring touch frequency and the correlation of touch screen usage and applications with
conservative network usage. This will prove to be useful in helping us identify alternative
prioritization opportunities to better optimize energy consumption on the smartphone when
heavy use of low-network applications exists.
Server Given that Android is based on the Linux operating system, we are able to collect
lots of useful information from Linux logs, such as /proc and /sys with the implementation of
SystemSens on the client through a collection of classes known as sensors. In addition, SystemSens is able to capture smartphone usage context includes human interactivity (touches),
application usage, battery consumption, battery voltage, battery current, battery temperature,
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all transmissions made to and from the client including disconnect records, resource usage,
memory usage, and GPS usage. Through these sensors and polls, there will be an abundant
amount of context data generated even for a single subject. The generated data cannot be
stored on the client for a long time, because of the limited resources on the smartphone. Due
to the importance of the large amount of data, it must be uploaded to a server for permanent storage, which is only carried out during smartphone charges. The use of SystemSens
requires a storage location for maintaining data outside the phone client. This is necessary
for two reasons: 1) data tend to build up quickly on the phone if an upload does not occur for
multiple days; and 2) the server side SystemSens application has a convenient graphing tool
which retrieves and plots client data by user. Note that there is a large enough gap between
uploads and it is possible that resource limitations would cause SystemSens to purge old
data. In order to backup all the data collected by a client, we set up a server, which can be
accessed through a HTTP connection. The server is located in Room 223 of Millington Hall
at the College of William and Mary, and is running Ubuntu with an Apache/MySQL setup
and the maintenance typically is occurred through an ssh connection. It should be noted for
those familiar with the design of SystemSens that the server is set up to accept POST data on
port 80 as opposed to the suggested HTTPS port 443. Logging data to the server typically
took place from 9 PM to midnight daily between October 20th, 2011 and November 16th,
2011.
3.2 Data Analysis
With the measurement of the server logged records from the user majoring in Computer
Science over a period of October 21st through November 15th, 2011, we obtain over 200,000
data records that can be classified into 24 types of data. We list the measurement records
in Table 1 with 3 columns and 24 rows. As illustrated in Table 1, each row is composed of
the data type, the number of corresponding records, and the percentage of records for each
type, which is arranged in a descending order of the number of corresponding records. As
demonstrated, within all the data types, netlog and screen have 6.93 and 1.18 % of the total
records, respectively, which are of greatest interest in this paper, because these are the most
effective features to capture user’s usage context. The netlog data type collects all instances
of network activity including transmission and reception of data for specific processes and
applications running on the client device, and the screen data type records instances of touch
screen usage and associates each interaction with the active application.
In order to conduct a concrete analysis, we specify the dates between the 26th and 28th
of October 2011 for touch screen usage information in a high-level perspective. The reason
why we choose this specific time period is that it contains a large number of screen touch
interactions, which provide the best opportunity to examine the relationship between application usage and network activity data captured by the netlog data type associated with the
same time period.
With the data records from the netlog data type over the specified two-day period, we plot
the receiving rate (RX rate) and transmitting rate (TX rate) of eleven applications in Fig. 1.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the first major point of note is that RX rates are considerably higher
than TX rates for all the applications. This can be explained by the fact that smartphones
are more receivers rather than producers of information, and the time spent on receiving
is usually much longer than that of transmitting, as noted by the authors in [17]. A further
observation of the applications in the figure is that Twitter and Firefox are network intensive,
which have the highest RX rates with 4,930 bytes/s and 5,353 bytes/s, respectively, while
Settings, Contacts, and Words with Friends are with lower network interactivity, which have
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Data type

Number of corresponding records

Percentage of records (%)

cpu

37,527

14.07

memory

18,536

6.95

meminfo

18,532

6.95

netdev

18,527

6.95

appresource

18,522

6.95

netiflog

18,520

6.95

recentapps

18,512

6.94

servicelog

18,506

6.94

activitylog

18,491

6.93

netlog

18,490

6.93

celllocation

9,724

3.65

signal

6,832

2.56

wifiscan

3,810

1.43

screen

3,154

1.18

battery

2,343

0.88

network

1,805

0.68

dataconnection

1,789

0.67

callstate

438

0.16

sms

357

0.13

servicestate

356

0.13

call

346

0.13

message

102

0.04

systemsens

97

0.04

callforwarding

94

0.04

Fig. 1 Application usage

more conservative RX or TX rates. Therefore, RX or TX rates from netlog data can capture
the network intensive applications. On the other hand, with the data records from the screen
data type, we plot the percentage of screen touch interactions per hour for the same eleven
applications in Fig. 2, where the x-axis indicates the percentage of interactions per hour and
the y-axis represents the corresponding eleven applications. As shown in Fig. 2, Calendar
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Fig. 2 The percentage of touchscreen interactions per hour

and Gmail have the first two highest interaction percentages per hour with 34.38 and 15.6 %,
respectively. Comparing with Twitter in Fig. 1, where it shows a high RX rate, it shows a lowest
interaction percentage within the same test period in Fig. 2. Such a fact demonstrates that
there are substantial amounts of background traffic associated with the Twitter application.
Therefore, screen touch rate (ST rate) from screen data can capture users’ preference on
touch screen.
In addition to the statistics of the two application traffic features (RX rate and TX rate),
we conduct a small user survey to gauge user opinion on whether applications are thought of
as delay tolerant or delay sensitive. The purpose of the survey is to determine whether user
opinion on applications matches up with the application traffic features based on prioritization
scheme presented later. We randomly interview five application users on the Richmond
road in the survey. Note that if we choose users from different demographic population, we
believe our following findings still hold, because we select a new feature compared with
existing works, which is able to capture the users’ usage patterns. Based on the results of
this survey, the interactive game Words with Friends produces some discrepancies with the
current simplistic prioritization scheme. Though its inbound and outbound traffic would
classify Words with Friends to a low priority application, the application touch screen usage
information combined with survey results indicate that this may be a misclassification. At
around 10 %, this specific application demonstrates a relatively high percentage of total
screen touch interactions relative to other applications. Considering the results from Figs.
1 and 2, Words with Friends is an example of an application which we believe would be
mislabeled as a low priority application under current circumstances. We attribute these
a few mislabeled cases to users’ preferences, because different users have different usage
patterns and preferred applications. The analysis of measured netlog and screen data shows
that the application traffic features (RX and TX rates) associated with ST rate feature can
improve the accuracy of prioritization schemes.
Based on the analysis of the measurement and the results of user survey, we find that:
1) a number of applications the users deemed delay sensitive would be misclassified as low
priority if only consider application traffic (RX or TX rates); and 2) further analysis shows
that this could be resolved by examining the regularity of application usage through the
consideration of ST rates. The authors believe that this information, considered in tandem
with RX and ST rates, could provide a lightweight and online prioritization scheme which
can be reapplied intermittently as application measurements change.
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4 The Prioritization Scheme
In this section, we first define the priority of applications used in this paper, and then present
a lightweight and online prioritization scheme for smartphone applications.
A prioritization scheme for smartphone applications is able to prioritize the smartphone
applications according to application usage frequency, data traffic, delay sensitivity and so
on, thereby improving user’s experience and reducing energy consumption. As defined in
SAPSM [17], when an application is set to high priority, the application’s network traffic is
permitted to adaptively switch to CAM; a low priority setting for an application means that
application’s network traffic is not permitted to switch to CAM, but will instead remain in
PSM. Based on the measurement in Sect. 3.2, we select two features RX rates and ST rates
to capture the network traffic of smartphone applications.
Algorithm 1: The Prioritization Scheme
Input: A set of applications on smartphone
Output: Prioritized applications in two sets: H and L
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

H = ∅ // set of applications with high priority
L = ∅ // set of applications with low priority
Monitor the RX rates R X i for all the applications over a specified time period
for i = 1 to Application N umber do
if R X i ≥ mean(RX rates) then
H = H ∪ {Application i }
end
else if R X i < mean(RX rates) then
L = L ∪ {Application i }
end
end
Examine the ST rates ST j for all the applications classified in set L
for j = 1 to |L| do
if ST j ≥ mean(ST rates) then
H = H ∪ {Application j }
end
end
return H and L

After detailing the definitions of high-priority and low-priority applications, we present
a lightweight and online prioritization scheme as discussed in Algorithm 1, which uses RX
rates and ST rates to prioritize applications on smartphones. As demonstrated in [17] that
smartphones are more receivers rather than producers of information and the time spent
on receiving is usually much longer than that of transmitting, we select RX rate feature
to capture the usage of applications in the proposed schemes. The prioritization scheme
for smartphones begins with monitoring RX rates of all the applications over a specified time period by SystemSens, where we use R X i to denote the RX rate of application
i and Application N umber to indicate the number of applications on the testing smartphone. Then, we compute the mean value of RX rates of all the applications denoted as
mean(RX rates). Based on mean(RX rates), we classify all the applications into two sets:
a high-priority set denoted as H and a low-priority set indicated as L. More specifically,
we classify application i into set H if R X i ≥ mean(RX rates), and classify application
i into set L if R X i < mean(RX rates). As we discussed in Sect. 3.2, only RX rate feature is not sufficient for the classification. We next examine ST rates of the applications
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classified in set L, where we use ST j to indicate ST rate of application j and |L| to
denote the number of elements in set L. Based on the calculation of the mean value of
iteration times denoted as mean(ST rates), we reclassify application j from set L into set
H if ST j ≥ mean(ST rates). Finally, we obtain the prioritized application in sets of H
and L.
Compared with the SVM solution in [17], the proposed scheme is: 1) a lightweight solution, which can be implemented on a smartphone with minimal effort; and 2) an online
scheme, where the applications are prioritized by RX rates and ST rates that can be calculated in real time.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we first present a basic evaluation of the proposed prioritization scheme by
a random user study, and then compare the results of the prioritized application with that of
the user study.
We implement the proposed prioritization scheme on a testing smartphone, which is a
brand-new Motorola Droid X2 smartphone running Android operating system and serviced
by Verizon, and then conduct a user study by using this smartphone. A random mixture of ten
technical and non-technical users participate in this user study, and the major distribution of
all the participants is summarized in Table 2. Note that the user attending the data collection
did not participate in this user study. In the study, each application is set to low priority as the
default configuration. During the user study, each participant is required to use each of the
eleven applications for ten minutes and we assign each participant a set of instructions that
they should follow as well. We vary the degrees of interactivity among the instructions of all
participants and ask them to determine whether they feel the observed latency is acceptable.
The answers from participants are used as labels for the applications. If a participant feels
the observed latency is unacceptable, this application is labeled as high priority. Otherwise,
if the perceived latency does not impact the users’ experience, the application will be labeled
as low priority. At the end of the user study, we do a brief survey to collect participants’ basic
information such as their majors and their experience about smartphones. At the same time,
the proposed prioritization scheme installed on the same smartphone outputs the prioritization
of all the applications. To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed scheme, we compare the
user study results with the outputs of the scheme, and the corresponding comparison results
are listed in Table 3. As we can see from Table 3, for each testing application in every
row, we demonstrate user study results and results of the proposed prioritization scheme
associated with each application. Note that H denotes high priority and L represents low
priority. Especially, in the column of user study results, H (i); L( j) denotes the number of
participants labeling high priority or low priority to the testing applications based on their
experience in the user study. For instance, H (7); L(3) associated with the application Gmail
Table 2 The major distribution
of participants
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Majors

Number

Computer Science

3

Mathematics

2

Physics

2

Finance

2

Psychology

1

Smartphone Applications
Table 3 The comparison of
results of user study and the
proposed scheme

343
Applications

User study results

The scheme results

Messaging

H (4); L(6)

L

Settings

H (2); L(8)

L

Twitter

H (10); L(0)

H
L

Google search bar

H (2); L(8)

Gmail

H (7); L(3)

H

Location

H (4); L(6)

H

Service

H (5); L(5)

H

Firefox

H (10); L(0)

H
L

Contacts

H (2); L(8)

Calendar

H (8); L(2)

H

Words with friends

H (5); L(5)

H

represents that seven participants label it with high priority and three with low priority. There
is a discrepancy in the results of user study and the scheme for the application Location,
which indicates that the proposed scheme may have further improvement.
Therefore, based on the comparison, the proposed scheme can accurately prioritize applications on smartphones most of the time.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we explore alternative smartphone traits in an attempt to create a lightweight
and online scheme for the effective prioritization of applications. More specifically, we first
conduct a measurement of the application usage on smartphones based on the implementation
of SystemSens. We observe that two kinds of features RX rate and ST rate extracted from
netlog and screen data can improve the accuracy of the prioritization scheme. Then, based on
the measurements, we propose a lightweight and online prioritization scheme for smartphone
applications. Finally, we evaluate the proposed prioritization scheme by comparing with a
user study, and the results demonstrate that our scheme can accurately prioritize applications
on smartphones most of the time. For some inaccurate cases, we believe these are caused by
users’ preferences, because there are a few occasions that users disable using the proposed
features.
In future work, we plan to broaden the participants encompassing users from different
demographic populations for the user study. For example, we can choose five participants
from North America, five from Asia, and four from Europe, which can mitigate the culture
and regional differences, thereby improving the accuracy of the prioritization scheme.
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